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The aim of this meeting was to disuss the new hallenges for statistial researh raised by

massive, high-dimensional, dynami data strutures with omplex dependene struture.

Suh data are generated nowadays in many �elds of appliations like �nanial markets,

intensive are, warehouse ontrolling et., and are stored and managed in large data bases.

Modeling and analyzing these data seems to be only possible by genuine interdisiplinary

proedures, hene the sienti� exhange of approahes and methods from statistis, om-

puter siene and the applied �elds haraterized the meeting.

Major topis disussed were problems of non- and semi-parametri regression and multi-

variate time series, espeially in high dimensions, speial hallenges of high-dimensional

data like the ontrast of high dimension and small samples, and new statistial hallenges

with respet to interative methods and the WWW.

All talks were well attended, in an atmosphere of lively disussions and sienti� exhange.

The fat that partiipants from di�erent disiplines even from intensive are and �nane

ould disuss together with omputer sientists, statistiians and mathematiians was ex-

tremely stimulating and raised new interesting problems in eah of the �elds.

The following abstrats presented by the authors show the full range of the topis whih

have been treated at the onferene.
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Abstrats

Outliers in high-dimensional data

Claudia Beker

Outliers in datasets an a�et statistial proedures in various ways. For high-dimensional

data, the e�ets of outliers may be di�erent ompared to the lower dimensional ase.

Moreover, the onsequenes of the ourrene of outliers are not even all known beause

the impat of spurious observations beomes less transparent with growing omplexity of

models and methods.

Di�erent methods are disussed with respet to the outlier problem and to the development

of robusti�ed versions. Developing suh robust proedures beomes harder with inreasing

omplexity of the data struture.

Sharpening penalized least squares

Rudolf J. Beran

Tehnologial advanes in statistis have intensi�ed the interplay between omputational

experiments and asymptoti theory. We study adaptive penalized least squares estimators

of trend and more ambitious adaptive monotone shrinkage or soft-threshold estimators that

exploit the potential eonomy of orthogonal bases arising in the spetral representation of

penalized least squares. Computational experiments indiate that asymptoti minimax

properties are not a satisfatory riterion for hoosing among suh adaptive estimators.

Estimated risks and diagnosti plots provide further grounds for seleting a �t.

Nonparametri Regression in Longitudinal Models: Loality of Kernel and

Spline Method

Raymond J. Carroll

We onsider nonparametri regression in a longitudinal marginal model of GEE{type. In

suh models, the basi shape of the regression funtion is a�eted only by the ovariate val-

ues and not otherwise by the ordering of the observations. Two methods of estimating the

nonparametri funtion an be onsidered: kernel methods and spline methods. The kernel

methods we investigate are modi�ed forms of those suggested by Severini and Staniswalis

in a seminal 1994 JASA paper. We will review reent surprising evidene that suggests

that for kernel methods, it is generally asymptotially preferable to ignore the orrelation

struture in longitudinal data, and instead to assume that the data are independent, i.e.,

working independene in the GEE jargon. This is a surprising, ounterintuitive and indeed

distressing �nding. As seen through equivalent kernel results, in univariate independent

data problems splines and kernels have similar behavior: smoothing splines are equiva-

lent to kernel regression with a spei� higher{order kernel, and hene smoothing splines

are loal. This equivalene suggests that in the longitudinal data problem, working inde-

pendene might be preferable for spline methods. Our results suggest the opposite: via

theoretial and numerial alulations, we provide evidene suggesting that for longitudinal

data with a time-varying ovariate, marginal smoothing and penalized regression splines

are not as loal in their behavior as marginal kernel methods. In ontrast to the kernel

results, our evidene suggests that when using spline methods, it is worthwhile to aount

for the orrelation struture in the data. In the light of this vastly di�erent behavior, we
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show that spline methods are more eÆient than kernel methods of Severini-Staniswalis

type in the GEE{ontext for longitudinal data.

NOTE: This work was done jointly with Xihong Lin (University of Mihigan) and Alan

Welsh (Australian National University)

Modality and nonparametri regression

Laurie Davies

The problem is to ontrol the number of loal extreme values in nonparametri regression.
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The problem is well-posed but not easy to solve as there is no immediate relationship

between k

n

and the multiresolution ondition. To overome this we use the taut string

method augmented by loal smoothing to obtain funtions f

n

with few loal extremes.

The number of extremes is inreased until the residuals ful�l the multiresolution ondition

when the proedure terminates. Examples using arti�ial data sets are presented.

Testing linearity of regression models with dependent errors by kernel based

methods

Holger Dette

In this paper we ompare di�erent methods for testing linearity in nonparametri regression

models. We prove asymptoti normality of the orresponding statistis under the null

hypothesis, loal alternatives and �xed alternatives. Using these results, a most eÆient

proedure is identi�ed from an asymptoti point of view.

P-values for disriminant analysis

Lutz D
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umbgen

We onsider �rst a simple lassi�ation problem, where one observes a random variable X

with distribution P
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lass memberships. Preisely, �
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is a P-value for the null hypothesis that �
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Things beome more involved if the distributions P

1

; : : : ; P

L

are unknown and have to be

estimated from a set D of training observations. We show how the P-values an be used

to assess the quality of the training data D themselves. As for the P-values, we present a

simple parametri as well as a general nonparametri onstrution.
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How big is the world wide web?

Stephen E. Fienberg

Diretly assessing the size of the WWW through sampling or systemati measurement is

problemati for a host of di�erent reasons. This presentation fouses on the analysis of

a \sample" of 575 queries submitted to 6 major searh engines. Eah query yields data

in the form of a 2

6

-dimensional ontingeny table whih we analyzed using a hierarhial

Bayesian formulation of the Rash model from eduational testing.

Various approahes to saling up form the sample of queries to the entire WWW are

explored and the estimation of the number of web-pages (indexable pages) as of Deember,

1997, is on the order of 1 billion.

A generalized dynami fator model approah in the analysis of large

ross-setions of interrelated time series

Mar Hallin

A fator model with in�nite-order dynamis and possibly nonorthogonal idiosynrati om-

ponents is proposed for the analysis of large ross-setions of time series data. Identi�ation

onditions are provided, as well as a onsistent (when both the ross-setion dimension n

and the series length T go to in�nity) estimation of the ommon omponents. Under

adequate assumptions, rates of onvergene are also obtained.

Interative Statistial Douments: MM

�

Stat and e-books

Wolfgang H

�

ardle, Marlene M

�

uller

MM

�

Stat (www.mm-stat.de) and e-books (www.xplore-stat.de) are interative, multimedia-

assisted tools whih have been developed to assist teahers and researhers to publish

written material inluding statistial methods and algorithms. Interative statistial do-

uments are written in HTML and/or PDF; the interative omponents are based on a

lient/server tehnology.

Bootstrap methods for dependent data

Joel Horowitz

The bootstrap is a method for estimating the distribution of statistis by resampling one's

data - that is, treating the data as if they were the population. When the data are a simple

random sample from a distribution, the bootstrap an provide spetaular redutions in

the errors in the overage probabilities of on�dene intervals (ECP's) relative to �rst-

order asymptoti approximations. With dependent data and no parametri model (i.e. an

ARMA model) that redues the data generating proess to independent random sampling,

the situation is muh more problemati. The best known method for implementing the

bootstrap is the blok bootstrap. It is quite general but gives only a small improvement

over �rst-order asymptotis and has disappointing performane in appliations. This has

led to attempts to obtain improved results by making stronger assumptions about the

data generating proess. This paper assumes that the proess is a (possibly higher order,

possibly vetor) Markov proess. Bootstrap samples are generated from an estimate of

the Markov transition probability. Conditions are given under whih the improvement in
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auray (redution in ECP) provided by this Markov bootstrap is nearly as large as that

available with independent random sampling.

Detetion of hanges in regression models

Marie Huskova

Various test statistis for detetion of hanges in linear regression models were disussed,

inluding problem of ritial points. Results on permutation tests were presented.

On nonparametri regression estimation

Ildar A. Ibragimov

Let (X; Y ) be a pair of random variables where Y takes its value in IR andX in a measurable

spae (X ;A) endowed by a measure �. Let f(x) = E(Y jX = x). We onsider the
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This talk has two soures: papers of Ch. Stone (Ann. Statist., Vol. 13, N = 2, 1965)
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High dimensional on-line data bases in intensive are mediine: Statistial

demands for medial deision support

Mihael Imhoff, Ursula Gather

In ritial are an abundane of data is generated during the proess of are: This data an

be stored on-line in linial information systems whih omprise databases with more than

2000 separate patient-related variables. Modelling and analysis of the underlying proess

is a entral task that needs to be solved to develop linial deision support for intensive

are mediine. Important requirements for these methods are the ability to handle the data

on-line, the detetion of hange points, the neessity for the monitoring of the individual

patient, good interpretability of results, linial appliations with fast algorithms, as well

as the ability to handle multivariate time series.

>From this desire arise strong hallenges for statistis. To ome up with methods for on-line

pattern reognition, we need on-line model building in high dimensional data with possibly

time dependent orrelation struture.
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The talk shows some diretions of urrent researh, suh as multivariate ontrol harts

whih inorporate the dynamis and whih are based on a kind of phase spae embedding

of the time series.

Seondly, methods to get more insight into the omplex dependene struture of intensive

are time series are disussed and applied, suh as graphial models, dynami PCA, and

fator models.

Many issues suh as robustness of ontrol harts and on-line dimension redution remain

open problems.

On the distribution of the largest prinipal omponent

Iain M. Johnstone

Let �

(1)

denote the square of the largest singular value of an n � p matrix X, all of

whose entries are independent standard Gaussian variates. Equivalently, �
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is the largest

prinipal omponent of the ovariane matrix X

0

X, or the largest eigenvalue of a p-variate

Wishart distribution on n degrees of freedom with identity ovariane.
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respetively, the distribution of �

(1)

approahes the Tray-Widom law of order 1. The

latter is de�ned in terms of the Painlev�e II di�erential equation, and an be numerially

evaluated and tabulated in software. Simulations show the asymptoti approximation to

be informative for n and p as small as 5.

The limit is derived via a orresponding result for omplex Wishart matries using meth-

ods from random matrix theory. In partiular, Tray and Widom's analysis of Fredholm

determinants an be adapted to the Laguerre ensemble, and ombined with Planherel-

Rotah-type asymptotis of Laguerre polynomials of large degree and order near the largest

zero.

The result suggests that some aspets of large p multivariate distribution theory may be

easier to apply in pratie than their �xed p ounterparts.

Inferene in the quantile regression proess

Roger W. Koenker

Tests based on the quantile regression proess an be formulated like the lassial Kolmogorov-

Smirnov and Cramer von Mises test of goodness of �t employing Bessel proesses as in

Kiefer (1959). In this talk we onsider an approah to nuisane parameters in suh prob-

lems (the Durbin problem) due to Khmaladze (1981). The approah is illustrated with an

appliation to models for the duration of unemployment.

Nonparametri ensored and trunated regression

Oliver Linton

We propose estimators of the onditional mean, its partial derivatives, and the error distri-

bution in a nonparametri model with a �xed ensoring point. Our estimators just require
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omputation of a �nite number of nonparametri regressions and a univariate integration.

The estimators are normally distributed in large samples with the usual rates.

Additive models

Enno Mammen

In this talk we disuss a modi�ed bak�tting estimate for a nonparametri additive re-

gression model. In ontrast to other bak�tting approahes the de�nition of the estimate

allows a mathematial asymptoti analysis. Optimality properties of the estimates are

shown. Related models motivated by appliations in eonometris are disussed.

Statistial analysis of high dimension - low sample size data

James Stephen Marron

Simple alulations show that usual oneptual models for high dimensional data an be

inappropriate, and are used to motivate a new oneptual model. The new model is used

to develop a new approah to disrimination (lassi�ation). The ideas and methods are

illustrated using a data set of orpora allosa shapes.

ACE: Annealed Competition of Experts

Klaus-Robert M

�

uller

We present a novel framework for the analysis of time series from dynamial systems

that alternate between di�erent operating modes. The method simultaneously segments

and identi�es the dynamial modes by using preditive models. In extension to previous

approahes, it allows an identi�ation of smooth transitions between suessive modes. The

method an be used for analysis, predition and ontrol. In an appliation to EEG and

respiratory data reorded from humans during afternoon naps, the obtained segmentations

of the data agree to a large extent with the sleep state segmentation of a medial expert.

Dependenies in redit risk portfolio modelling

Ludger Overbek

Basi onepts in modelling the loss distribution for large redit portfolio were given. In

partiular, the model based on a \latent" normally distributed random variable, namely

ability-to-pay, that triggers defaults of ounterparts. The event orrelation of defaults is

though redued to orrelation of the ontinuous variable \ability-to-pay". These orrelation

an be determined from a stohasti proess for liable hruns. For non-liable hruns the

question of estimation of the orrelation was onsidered. Several approahes were presented

that were either based on uniformity assumptions or on exploiting the panel struture of

the default data. Conditional least squares estimators for the average orrelation were

proposed and alternative models like ommon models were mentioned.
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Projetion methods for multivariate outlier detetion and lustering

Daniel Pe

~

na

It is shown that we an obtain a powerful proedure for outlier detetion by projeting the

data on the diretions that maximize an minimize the Kurtosis oeÆient of the projetions.

Then we identify outliers on these univariate samples by using standard Stahel-Donoho

univariate detetion. The proedure is iterated by projeting the data onto an orthogonal

subspae, and the 2p (where p is the dimension) diretions are analyzed. The proedure

seems to be faster and more powerful than other existing methods for outlier detetion.

Then it is shown that if we have two lusters generated by the mixture of two distributions,

the best linear disriminant funtion an be obtained by minimizing the Kurtosis oeÆient.

This result is extended to mixtures of elliptial distributions and it is shown that the

diretions obtained by this proedure have some optimality properties. Based on this result

a luster proedure is presented in whih the data is projeted over the 2p diretions that

maximize or minimize the Kurtosis an a searhing algorithm using spaings is presented.

The proedure seems to outperform other proedures in the simulation experiments that

we have arried out.

Adaptive methods and on�dene intervals

Dominique Piard

Following a strategy due to P. Hall for �nding nonparametri on�dene intervals with

optimal overage auray, we use adaptive thresholding methods as pivotal statistis and

build an index of omplexity. By plugging this (data driven) index, we obtain a on�dene

interval with adaptive optimal overage auray.

Some remarkable phenomena our: Unlike in the minimax ontext, white noise model and

regression setting di�er, as well as Lepski proedure of bandwidth seletion gives di�erent

performanes, ompared to lassial thresholding. It is also worthwile to notie that global,

blok or loal thresholding give omparable results.

These results are obtained under assumption of Liphizianity and an additional hypothesis

whih allows to estimate the regularity.

GraphFitI - A omputer program for graphial hain models

Iris Pigeot, Angelika Blauth

Fitting a graphial hain model to a multivariate data set onsists of di�erent steps some

of whih being rather tedious. The talk as well as the demonstration outline the basi

features and overall arhiteture of the omputer program GraphFitI whih provides the

appliation of a seletion strategy for �tting graphial hain models and for visualizing the

resulting model as a graph. It additionally supports the user at the di�erent steps of the

analysis by an integrated help system.

Spatially adaptive proedures for signal detetion in funtional

Magnet-Resonane-Imaging

J

�

org Polzehl

Images are often haraterized by disontinuities and regions of relative homogeneity. We

propose a new spatially adaptive smoothing proedure, that is espeially designed to reover
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suh strutures from distorted images. The method adapts to the strutural assumption

of a loal onstant model. We demonstrate how this approah an be extended to the

problem of adaptive spatial smoothing of time series of images. This type of data typially

ours in funtional (fMRI) and dynami Magnet Resonane Imaging (dMRI). We show

how the method an be used for eÆient signal detetion in fMRI and lassi�ation in

dynami MRI experiments.

Robust lustering

David M. Roke

The most diÆult outlier on�gurations involve lusters, often onentrated. Cluster anal-

ysis methods ombined with the M-estimates of multivariate loation and slope an detet

these outliers when most urrent methods annot. We have also developed lustering al-

gorithms that are less likely to be perturbed by outliers than existing methods. Finally,

we provide aurate tests for outliers given a robust estimate of multivariate loation and

slope that have approximately the orret size for normally distributed data even in small

samples. This fat is based on an F approximation to the distribution of the robust Ma-

halanobis distanes.

Nonparametri (auto-)regression with design-adapted wavelets

Rainer von Sahs

We present a new approah of nonparametri regression with wavelets if the design is

stohasti. In ontrast to existing approahes we use a new onstrution of a design-

adapted wavelet basis whih is onstruted given the random regressors. To exemplify the

potential of our new methodology we treat the ase of using orthogonal design-adapted

Haar wavelets for regression with (non-Gaussian) i.i.d. errors. We derive results on the

near-optimal rate of onvergene of the minimax L

2

-risk of non-linear threshold estimators

over a ertain funtion lass whih parallel those of the lassial ase of �xed equidistant

design. We indiate generalisations in various diretions and show simulated examples, in

partiular for the ase of nonparametri (non-linear) autoregression and ARCH.

Semiparametri estimation of weak and strong separable models

Stefan Sperlih

A general method for estimating semiparametrially the omponent funtions and param-

eters in separable models. This family is quite popular in eonomi theory, empirial

researh, and also for dimension redution in non- or semiparametri statistis. General-

ized additive, partial linear and some interation models are speial ases in this family.

The idea of the new method is based on a ombination of loal likelihood and \eÆient"

estimators. Although this imposes hypotheses on the error distribution, this yields a quite

general useful method with little omputational osts but high exatness for even small

samples. In enables us to inlude ensored and trunated variable models. The estima-

tors are shown to be eÆient (with the lower dimensional rate and minimal variane).

Simulations enfore these theoretial �ndings.
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Strutural adaptive approah to dimension redution

Vladimir Spokoinyi

A new dimension-redution proedure is proposed. The proedure is based on the idea of

strutural adaption. It starts from the nonparametri index estimation (ADE) and allows

to improve the quality of estimation suessfully using the result of previous estimation.

Hazard regression

Young K. N. Truong

In many linial and medial studies of diseases, one of the primary variables is the time

to event - ourrene of the disease or death. The time is ensored if the event has

not ourred before the end of the study period. For a statistial analysis it may be

required to inlude the observed data as well as the ensored ones. Also, to adjust for

the other e�ets, it is neessary to inlude ovariates that are disrete, ontinuous, or may

even vary with time. The talk will present a new proedure for modelling the onditional

expetation of the survival time given the ovariates. Modelling, properties of the estimates

and the dimensionality issues will be disussed using the extended linear modelling (ELM)

approah. Comparisons with the existing methods will be disussed and illustrated in

data sets from the Eastern Cooperative Onology Group (ECOG)and the studies of Left

Ventriular Dysfuntion (SOLVD).

On the role of redesending M-estimates in omputer vision (and in other

�elds)

David E. Tyler

There is a long history of appliations of robust methods to problems in omputer vision

/ image understanding. Many of the earlier robust methods used in vision were developed

by researhers in the area and arose from a need for suh methods in vision researh. Suh

methods inlude the Hough transform and RANSAC. More reently, researhers in vision

have beome aware of parallel developments of robust methods in statistis, in partiular

M-estimators and LMS, and have inorporated them into their toolbox.

This talk is partially intended as a review or as an introdution to robust methods used in

vision. We show how many of the seemingly unrelated approahes used in vision an be

uni�ed under the banner of \redesending M-estimation". We also argue that two entral

features needed to properly formulate statistial problems, or data analyti problems, in

vision and whih are often overlooked are (1) the de�nition of a residual, and (2) the

knowledge of sale. Finally, we onlude by desribing how what we learned in vision an

be transferred to the problems in statistis in general.

Vivid - VIsualizing Variables' InterDependenies

Antony R. Unwin

Interative features are essential omponents of graphis. They improve the use and enour-

age interation with domain supports and the inorporation of bakground information.

Parallel oordinates are an interesting tool for displaying many dimensions at one, but

are unsatisfatory in a stati form. Using a winetasting data set (the 1999 Cabernet Chal-

lenge), the interative implementation of parallel oordinates in the software CASSATT
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is demonstrated to illustrate the value of these methods. Some of the innovative seletion

possibilities in CASSATT are also disussed.

On some impliations of reursive generating proesses

Nanny Wermuth

Univariate reursive generating proesses are a diret extension of linear reursive equations

with independent errors to arbitrary univariate onditional distributions: they generate

joint distributions in a stepwise fashion. Eah onditional distribution is only restrited

to be (possibly) independent of some of its potential explanatory variables. Suh distri-

butions are said to be generated over direted ayli graphs. These onsist of a node set

V of dimension d

V

, eah node representing a random variable, and of at most one arrow

onneting a node pair. Ayli means that it is impossible to start from any node, follow

the diretion of arrows and return to the same node.

For suh distributions further independene strutures an be dedued: e.g. graphs for all

pairwise marginal independenies (ovariane graphs), graphs for onditional independen-

ies given all remaining variables (onentration graphs), and graphs displaying all implied

independenies in arbitrarily seleted onditional distributions. Strutural zeros in ma-

tries for Gaussian linear systems whih imply an independene statement arry over to

missing edges in suh derived graphs for arbitrary distributions having the same generating

proess, essentially due to the fatorization property of the joint distribution.

This implies in partiular that proof for separation riteria, i.e. for ondition whih permit

to read all independenies implied by a graph diretly o� the graph, an be redued to ma-

trix operations, and fast algorithms for heking implied independenies an be designed.

Edited by Ursula Gather (Dortmund)
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